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. color, so-the fruit arrangements would look pretty. '

The siblings of Warren Sankey,. Sr. that came to Wyoming to help out were

/ Floyd Sankey, Alonzo Sankey,.Leota Sankey Clifford, and Willima $ankey.' Other

members of their respective families--husbands, wives, children, and some affinal*

relatives were also present. The, Sankeys had three very large wall tents pitched

close together on the north edge of the.dance ground. They had built a huge cooking

and work arbor in front of the tents, extending across all the tent fronts. This

* arbor was made of a framework of pine posts and 2xU boards with the roof and sides

covered, with canvas. There were three Coleman stoves used for cooking, two of them

^quipped with small butane tanks. Two of the stoves were three-burner'stoves.

When I visited the camp on Sunday morning everyone was working hurriedly to get

the*food ready. The women*had been up since tefore sunrise cooking. Warren Sankey,
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Sr. was sitting in the middle of.the arbor personally directing the cooking operations
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while preparing the sage which would be taken into the lodge. He was sorting

v through a quantity of sage, trimming some of the stems and* setting them all in a

bundle. Meanwhile chicken was frying, potatoes were boiling, and eggs were being

hard-boiled. I was put to work peeling onions andchopping pickles for the potato

salad. When the eggs were done I started to peel them, but they were alljbad. As

soon as this Was called .to Warren's attention he ordered us to throw out all these
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eggs and sta^t another dozen boiling. Olive Sankey said the eggs had been brought"

from Oklahoma and had probably gotten too hot somewhere along the way. Willima

was arranging fruit and fussing over this. Coffee was simmering on one of the
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stoves. Warr-en kept an eye on this and after a time told someone to take it off
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because he thought it was -done. Marcel Sankey, Warren's youngest son, a boy of
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about XI.years, hovered about the arbor, dividing his time be-fiVeen̂  feeding and playing

with a Siamese cate tied to the corner of the arbor and offering unsolicited comments

on the progress of the cooking. He was sent on some errands and helped out in


